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Abstract
The main purpose of present paper is to study the affine connection
induced from the horizontal lift ▽ on the cross-section β
ϑ
(Mn) deter-
mined by a vector field ϑ in Mn with respect to the adapte frame of
β
ϑ
(Mn).
Keywords: Horizontal lift, Affine connection, Cross-section, Lie deriva-
tive.
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1. Introduction
Let Mn be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C
∞ an Tp (Mn)
the tangent space at a point P of Mn, that is, the set of all tangent vectors of
Mn at P . Then the set
T (Mn) = ∪
PǫMn
TP (Mn) ,
is by definition, tangent bundle over the manifold Mn [1].
Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold with metric g whose components in a
coordinate neighborhood U are gji, and denote by Γ
k
ij the Christoffel symbols
formed with gji.If U being a neighborhood of Mn, then the horizontal lift
Hg of
g has components
Hg =
(
Γmi gmj + Γ
m
j gim gij
gij 0
)
with respect to the induced coordinates
(
xh, yh
)
in π−1 (U) ⊂ T (Mn), where
Γmi = y
jΓmji , Γ
m
ji being the components of the affine connection in Mn.
Now we shall define the horizontal lift ∇ of the affine connection ∇ in Mn
to T (Mn) by the conditions
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1
∇V X
V Y = 0, ∇V X
HY = 0
∇HX
V Y =V (∇XY ) , ∇HX
HY =H (∇XY ) , (1)
for X,Y ǫℑ10 (Mn). From (1), the horizontal lift ∇ of ∇ has components Γ
K
JI
such that
Γ
k
ji = Γ
k
ji, Γ
k
ji
= Γ
k
ji = Γ
k
ji = Γ
k
ji = 0,
Γ
k
ji = y
s∂sΓ
k
ji − y
sRksji, Γ
k
ji = Γ
k
ji = Γ
k
ji
(2)
with respect to the induced coordinates in T (Mn) ,where Γ
k
ji are the compo-
nents of ∇ in Mn [6].
Let a vector-field in a manifold Mn, then the vector field defines a cross-
section in the tangent bundle T (Mn). Tensor fields and Connections on a
Cross-Section in the Tangent bundel was studied by Houh and Ishihara [1],
Tani [3],Yano [4]. Affine connections induced from ∇C on the cross-section
βϑ (Mn) was studied by Yano and Ishihara [6].
We suppose that there is give a vector field ϑ in an n-dimensional manifold
Mn. Then the correspondence p → ϑp, ϑp being the value of ϑ at p ∈ Mn,
determines a mapping βϑ : Mn → T (Mn) and the n-dimensional submanifold
βϑ (Mn) of T (Mn) is called the cross-section determined by ϑ. If the vector
field ϑ has local components ϑk (x) in Mn. Then the cross-section βϑ (Mn) is
locally expressed by
xh = xh , yh = ϑh (x) (3)
with respect to the induced coordinates
(
xA
)
=
(
xh, yh
)
in T (Mn). Differ-
entiating (3), we see that n tangent vectors B(j) to βϑ (Mn) have components
BAj =
∂xA
∂xj
i.e.,
B(j) :
(
BAj
)
=
(
δhj
∂jϑ
h
)
(4)
with respect to the induced coordinates T (Mn).
On the other hand, since a fibre is locally expressed by xh = const., yh = yh,
yh being considered as parameters.
C(j) :
(
CA(j)
)
=
(
0
δhj
)
(5)
are tangent to the fibre.
We now consider in π−1 (U) , U being coordinate neighborhood of Mn, 2n
local vector fields B(j) and C(j) along βϑ (Mn), represented respectively by
2
B(j) = B
∂
∂xj
, C(j) = C
∂
∂xj
.
They form a local family of frames
{
B(j), C(j)
}
along βϑ (Mn), which is
called the adapted frame of βϑ (Mn) in π
−1 (U) [6]
2.Affine Connection Induced from ∇ on a Cross-Section
We suppose that Mn is a manifold with affine connection ∇. Thus the
tangent bundle T (Mn) of Mn is a manifold with affine connection ∇ which is
the horizontal lift of ∇. We now study the affine connection induced from ∇ on
the cross-section βϑ (Mn) determined by a vector field ϑ in Mn with respect to
the adapted frame of βϑ (Mn) .
The lineer connection
′
∇ on the cross-section βϑ (Mn) induced from ∇ is
defined by connection components
′
Γhji given by [6]
′
Γhji =
(
∂jB
A
i + Γ
A
MNB
M
j B
N
i
)
BhA, (6)
where Γ
A
MN are the connection components of ∇ with respect to the induced
coordinates in T (Mn) and B
h
A are defined by(
BhA, C
h
A
)
=
(
BAj , C
A
j
)
−1
and hence (
BhB
)
=
(
δhj , 0
)
,
(
ChB
)
=
(
−∂jϑ
h, δhj
)
. (7)
Substituting (2) for Γ
A
MN , (4), (5) and (7) in (6), we find
′
Γhji = Γ
h
ji (8)
where Γhji are components of ∇ in Mn.
From (6) we see that
∂jB
A
i + Γ
A
MNB
M
j B
N
i − Γ
h
jiB
A
h = H
k
jiC
A
(k), (9)
i.e., that the left hand side is a linear combinations of CA(h), where the coefficients
Hhji will be found in the sequel. To find the coefficients H
h
ji, we put A = h in
(9) and hence obtain
Hhji = ∂j∂iϑ
h + ϑt∂tΓ
h
ji + ϑ
tRhtji + Γ
h
mi∂jϑ
m + Γhjn∂iϑ
n
− Γtji∂tϑ
h (10)
which are components LϑΓ
k
ji of the Lie derivative of the affine connection ∇
with respect to ϑ[5]. Thuse, representing the left-hand side of (9) by
′
∇jB
A
i ,
we have from (10)
′
∇jB
A
i =
(
LϑΓ
h
ji + ϑ
tRhtji
)
CAh . (11)
Thus we have
3
Proposition 1 If ϑtRhtji = 0, then
′
∇jB
A
i =
(
LϑΓ
h
ji + ϑ
tRhtji
)
CAh is the equa-
tion of Gauss for the cross-section βϑ (Mn) determined by a vector field ϑ in
Mn to T (Mn) .
Proposition 2 In order that the cross-section in T (Mn) determined by a vector
field ϑ in Mn with affine connection ∇ be totally geodesic with respect to ∇
it is necessary and sufficient that respectively ϑ is an infinitesimal affine
transformation in Mn, i.e.,that Lϑ∇ = 0 [4] and ϑ
tRhtji = 0,where R
h
tji is
components of the curvature tensor R of ∇.
By means of (9), the equation (11) reduces to
∇B(j)B(i) = Γ
h
jiB(h) +H
h
jiC(h). (12)
We now have
R
(
B(k), B(j)
)
B(i) = ∇B(k)∇B(j)B(i) −∇B(j)∇B(k)B(i), (13)
R being the curvature tensor of ∇ because
[
B(j), B(i)
]
= 0. Thus, denoting
by RhkjiB(h) the components of the curvature tensor R of ∇, we have from (13)
R
(
B(k), B(j)
)
B(i) = R
h
kjiB(h) +
{
∇k
(
LϑΓ
h
ji
)
−∇j
(
LϑΓ
h
ki
)}
C(h)
+∇k
(
ϑtRhtji
)
−∇j
(
ϑtRhtki
) (14)
which reduces to
R
(
B(k), B(j)
)
B(i) = R
h
kjiB(h)+
(
LϑR
h
kji
)
C(h)+∇k
(
ϑtRhtji
)
−∇j
(
ϑtRhtki
)
(15)
where the well know formula [5]
∇k
(
LϑΓ
h
ji
)
−∇j
(
LϑΓ
h
ki
)
= LϑR
h
kji.
from (15), we have
Proposition 3 In order that R
(
X˜, Y˜
)
Z˜ evaluated for vector fields X˜, Y˜ and
Z˜ tangent to the cross-section determined by a vector field ϑ in Mn, R being
curvature tensor of an affine connection ∇, be always tangent to the cross-
section, it is necessary and sufficient that respectively the Lie derivative LϑR
of R with respect to ϑ in Mn vanishes, i.e., LϑR = 0[4] and ∇k
(
ϑtRhtji
)
−
∇j
(
ϑtRhtki
)
= 0.
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